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I need guidance
Posted by al chait - 10 Feb 2010 11:44
_____________________________________

Hello everyone, im new to this forum and site, i am married for about a year and i am an addict
and have been for years, believe it or not i am in kollel now and have been in yeshiva my whole
life. I cant control myself i love my wife and she loves me and i cant possibly tell her. I once
alluded to it and she freaked out from the thought of it. It took me so long just to try and hint to
her to tell her that i have a problem. Now i feel so lost, i can never tell my wife and now im just
stuck here without anyone to talk to or confide in. Please someone help me and give me some
hadrucha. I dont know where to turn and what to do. I wanna stop so badly but everytime I say i
will stop i fall and every time i fall it hurts more and eats me up inside more and more. This
forum looks so complex with so many different threads, i just want help, if there is anyone who
can lend a yid a hand.

========================================================================
====

Re: I need guidance
Posted by imtrying25 - 17 Feb 2010 12:06
_____________________________________

Tried and proven! 

  

========================================================================
====

Re: I need guidance
Posted by kanesher - 18 Feb 2010 00:54
_____________________________________

Holy Yid wrote on 16 Feb 2010 21:42:

I vote for password with filter gabai. Should it come up with your wife just BLAME IT ON YOUR
RAV. If she is a simple girl she will take that at face value

 

What on earth is a simple girl?...
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========================================================================
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Re: I need guidance
Posted by imtrying25 - 18 Feb 2010 12:23
_____________________________________

kanesher wrote on 18 Feb 2010 00:54:

Holy Yid wrote on 16 Feb 2010 21:42:

I vote for password with filter gabai. Should it come up with your wife just BLAME IT ON YOUR
RAV. If she is a simple girl she will take that at face value

 

What on earth is a simple girl?...

 

Yeah im with K-nesh on this one, im still trying to figure it out........... 

    

========================================================================
====

Re: I need guidance
Posted by Holy Yid - 19 Feb 2010 20:50
_____________________________________

I did not know how to spell naive and I was writing on my cell phone w/o spell check, and I am
toast without spellcheck, so I picked a word I knew I could spell right.

========================================================================
====
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